An energy saving (ES) management method for a base station includes: An integration reference point manager (IRPManager) initiates an ES enable/disable procedure or an ES activation/resumption procedure to an integration reference point agent (IRPAgent), where the ES enable/disable procedure is used to allow or prohibit an ES operation on the base station or a cell, and the ES activation/resumption procedure is used to cause the base station or the cell to go into or go out of an ES state. The technical solutions according to the embodiments of the present invention enable operators to perform unified management on an ES procedure for a base station at a base station level or a cell level.
IRPAgent sends an ES capability setting command (eNBID or cellID, and a set value of an ES enable/disable attribute) to IRPManager. IRPManager responds with an ES capability setting result notification.

**FIG. 1**

IRPAgent sends an ES effective period setting command (eNBID or cellID, and start time and end time) to IRPManager. IRPManager responds with an ES effective period setting result notification.

**FIG. 2**
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ENERGY SAVING MANAGEMENT METHOD FOR BASE STATION, APPARATUS AND SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/450,623, filed on Apr. 19, 2012, which is a continuation of International Application No. PCT/ CN2010/077638, filed on Oct. 11, 2010. The International Application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 200910208230.6, filed on Oct. 19, 2009. The aforementioned patent applications are hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to the field of base station energy saving (ES), and in particular, to an ES management method for a base station, an apparatus and a system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Today, conventional resources are increasingly in short supply and energy prices are continuously rising, so that operators have to decrease their operating costs through ES and emission reduction of communication devices. Energy consumption of base stations accounts for a large percentage of energy consumption of a mobile communication network, and is a key target of the operators for the ES and emission reduction.

[0004] There are many ways for base station ES, for example, producing an ES-type base station through innovation in hardware technologies, using an outdoor base station, reducing base station sites through network planning, and using renewable energy (solar energy and wind energy). An ES scenario discussed in the present invention is a dynamically self-adaptive ES procedure for a base station, that is, by monitoring a load status or service traffic of a network, in the case of low load, energy-consuming components of the base station are turned off and the base station goes into an ES state, and in the case of high load, these components are turned on again, and the base station goes out of the ES state. However, during the process of implementing the present invention, the inventor discovers that the prior art has at least the following problems:

[0005] A triggering condition of the current ES operation for a base station is limited to the monitoring and decision on the load status of its cells by the base station itself, so that the operators are unable to deploy an ES strategy for the base station from the perspective of overall load statistics or performance status of the network.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] In order to solve the problem that currently operators are unable to deploy an ES strategy for a base station from the perspective of overall load statistics or performance status of a network, the present invention provides an ES management method for a base station, an apparatus and a system.

[0007] According to one aspect, the present invention provides an ES management method for a base station, where the method includes: initiating, by an integration reference point manager, IRPManager, an ES enable/disable procedure or an ES activation/resumption procedure to an integration reference point agent, IRPAgent, where the ES enable/disable procedure is used to allow or prohibit an ES operation on a base station or a cell; the ES activation procedure is used to cause the base station or the cell to go into an ES state while the ES resumption procedure is used to cause the base station or the cell to go out of the ES state.

[0008] According to another aspect, based on the foregoing ES management method for a base station, the present invention provides an integration reference point manager (IRPManager), the IRPManager includes a processor and an interface. The processor is configured to initiate an ES enable/disable procedure or an ES activation/resumption procedure to an integration reference point agent (IRPAgent), where the ES enable/disable procedure is used to allow or prohibit an ES operation on a base station or a cell, and the ES activation/resumption procedure is used to cause the base station or the cell to go into or go out of an ES state. The interface is a northbound interface (Ir-f-N) configured to communicate with the IRPAgent.

[0009] According to another aspect, based on the foregoing ES management method for a base station, the present invention provides a network management system, where the system includes: an IRPManager and an IRPAgent, where management communication is performed between the IRPManager and the IRPAgent through a northbound interface, Ir-f-N, and the IRPManager is configured to initiate an ES enable/disable procedure or an ES activation/resumption procedure to the IRPAgent; the ES enable/disable procedure is used to allow or prohibit an ES operation on a base station or a cell; and the ES activation procedure is used to cause the base station or the cell to go into an ES state while the ES resumption procedure is used to cause the base station or the cell to go out of the ES state.

[0010] The foregoing technical solutions of the embodiments of the present invention enable the operators to perform unified management on an ES procedure for the base station at a base station level or a cell level, and thus enhances reliability and accuracy of an original ES operation triggering decision performed by the base station itself, so that the operators are provided with network-wide base station ES monitoring and base station ES strategy setting capabilities, which helps the operators to actively control the impact of the ES operation of the base station on the performance of the network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] To make the technical solutions of the embodiments of the present invention clearer, accompanying drawings required to be used in the description of the embodiments are briefly described below.

[0012] FIG. 1 is a message interaction diagram of an ES enable/disable attribute setting operation according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0013] FIG. 2 is a message interaction diagram of an ES effective period attribute setting operation according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0014] FIG. 3 is a message interaction diagram of an ES activation operation according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0015] FIG. 4 is a message interaction diagram of an ES resumption operation according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0016] FIG. 5 is a message interaction diagram of a Notification about ES state update according to an embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a network management system according to an embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of a base station according to an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

The technical solutions of the embodiments of the present are described clearly and completely below with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention.

Before the description of the embodiments of the present invention, a network management system, namely an OAM (Operations, Administration and Maintenance, operations, administration and maintenance) system is described firstly.

The OAM system provides operation, maintenance, and administration functions for a network. Referring to an ITU-T telecommunication management network model, interactive roles of a 3GPP management procedure are divided into an integration reference point manager (IRPManager) and an integration reference point agent (IRPAGent), where the IRPManager functions as a network manager, which is responsible for the operation, maintenance, and administration of the entire network; and the IRPAGent functions as a network element manager, which is responsible for the operation, maintenance, and administration of a certain type of devices in the network. A management interface between the IRPManager and the IRPAGent is referred to as an IfN (namely, a northbound interface). In the IfN interface, functional logical entities of some integration reference points (integration reference point, IRP), such as a basic configuration management integration reference point (Basic CM IRP), a bulk configuration management integration reference point (Bulk CM IRP), and a notification integration reference point (Notification IRP), are defined. Through functions provided by these integration reference points, the IRPAGent provides network management services for the IRPManager.

An ES management method for a base station according to the embodiment of the present invention includes: initiating, by an IRPManager, an ES enable/disable procedure or an ES activation/resumption procedure to an IRPAGent, where the ES enable/disable procedure is used to allow or prohibit an ES operation on a base station or a cell; and ES activation procedure is used to cause the base station or the cell to go into an ES state while the ES resumption procedure is used to cause the base station or the cell to go out of the ES state.

Specifically, the IRPManager may initiate the ES enable/disable procedure or the ES activation/resumption procedure to the IRPAGent according to a strategy of an operator.

An ES management procedure for a base station is described in detail below with reference to an operator's ES strategy for the base station.

(i) ES Enable/Disable

Through the ES enable/disable procedure initiated by the IRPManager, an ES enable/disable attribute of the base station or the cell may be set, thus allowing or prohibiting an ES operation on the base station or the cell. An IRP message sent by the IRPManager carries an ES enable/disable attribute (such as is EnergySavingAllowed) information element (IE), where the IE is used to identify whether an ES operation on the base station or the cell is allowed. For example, the IE may take a Boolean value: True or False, where True denotes that an ES operation on the base station or the cell is allowed, while False denotes that an ES operation on the base station or the cell is not allowed; or the IE may take a value 1 or 0, where 1 denotes an ES operation on the base station or the cell is allowed, while 0 denotes an ES operation on the base station or the cell is not allowed. By using this IE, the network management maintenance staff of the operator may perform an ES operation enable/disable setting at a base station level or a cell level.

Regarding a strategy for setting the ES enable/disable attribute, the operator may determine and set the ES enable/disable attribute of the base station or the cell according to network planning data of the base station or the cell at an initial deployment stage or network optimization data of the base station or the cell after the base station or the cell has been put into operation for a certain period. The ES strategy that the operator may take into consideration before setting the ES enable/disable attribute for the base station or the cell includes at least the following aspects: whether service capability (such as type, rate and so on) of the base station or the cell is provided by another base station or cell of the same coverage; and for an inter-system deployment environment (a same area is covered by wireless technologies of different systems), whether a service rate decrease is allowed for a specific period of time (for example, a decrease from an LTE data rate to a UMTS data rate).

According to the definition of an IfN IRP operation in the current 3GPP network management specification, the ES enable/disable procedure may be initiated by using the following two manners.

Manner 1: The IRPManager sends ES enable/disable attribute information to the IRPAGent through the IfN, where a set value of the ES enable/disable attribute is carried in a dedicated ES operation command. For example, the IRPManager sends a dedicated ES capability setting command (such as SetESCableOperation) carrying the set value (such as True or False, 1 or 0) of the ES enable/disable attribute (such as is EnergySavingAllowed) at the IfN, where the ES capability setting command also includes a last station identifier (eNBID) or a cell identity (cellID). The IRPManager receives a notification returned by the IRPAGent that an ES enable/disable setting operation on the base station or the cell is completed. The interaction procedure between the IRPManager and the IRPAGent is as shown in FIG. 1.

Manner 2: An ES enable/disable attribute (such as is EnergySavingAllowed) is added for a managed object class such as a base station function class (such as eNBFunction) or a generic class (such as eUTRANGenericCell) at the IfN, and the IRPManager sets this attribute through a conventional Basic CM IRP or Bulk CM IRP operation. For example: a managed object attribute setting (such as setMOAttributes) operation is used to carry the set value of the ES enable/disable attribute in a modification list (such as modificationList) message parameter. For example, reference may be made to Table 1 for the definition of the ES enable/disable attribute.
TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Legal Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>isEnergySavingAllowed</td>
<td>This attribute is used to identify whether an ES operation on the base station or the cell is allowed or prohibited.</td>
<td>Set value [True, False] or [1, 0]; True or 1: The ES operation on the base station or the cell is allowed; False or 0: The ES operation on the base station or the cell is prohibited.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[00031] (II) ES Effective Period

[00032] The IRPManager may set an ES effective period attribute for the base station or the cell. For example, an IRP message sent by the IRPManager carries an ES effective period IE, where a value of the IE is a period list including start time and end time. The IE is used to identify an effective period for an ES operation on the base station or the cell, where the effective period for the ES operation is set by the operator according to a certain ES time strategy.

[00033] For example, when the ES enable/disable attribute of the base station or the cell is set to enabled (for example, the ES enable/disable attribute is set to True or 1), the IRPManager may further send an ES effective period of the base station or the cell to the IRP Agent. However, if the ES enable/disable attribute of the base station or the cell is set to disabled (for example, the ES enable/disable attribute is set to False or 0), the ES effective period attribute of the base station or the cell is not allowed to be set any more.

[00034] Of course, the network management system may also not set the ES enable/disable attribute of the base station or the cell in advance, and instead, the IRPManager sends the ES effective period of the base station or the cell to the IRP Agent; when the ES effective period is a valid time value, it denotes that an ES operation on the base station or the cell is allowed; and when the ES effective period is not a valid time value, it denotes an ES operation on the base station or the cell is prohibited.

[00035] Before the ES effective period attribute of the base station or the cell is set, the following two ES strategies may be taken into consideration:

[00036] Strategy 1: A base station/cell non-peak period based on OAM system load statistics

[00037] 24 hours each day (00:00:00-23:59:59) is used as a load statistics measurement period for dividing the non-peak period of the base station/cell. The IRPManager performs a judgment based on historical load statistics data of the base station/cell and an internal load threshold and forms start time or end time of the non-peak period. The time is represented in the form of (year-month-day, hour:minute:second), and if the “year-month-day” is omitted, it means each day by default. For example, (01:00:00, 06:00:00) denotes that the period from 1:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m. each day is a non-peak period of the base station or the cell.

[00038] Strategy 2: A non-busy period of a base station/cell in hot coverage

[00039] For a base station/cell in hot coverage, for example, a stadium, a concert hall, or an exhibition hall, a loud during a non-performance/playing period (namely, a non-busy period) may be considered to be approaching zero. The operator may obtain a timetable of the performance/playing periods, and set, through the IRPManager, the non-busy period of the base station or the cell in the hot coverage as an effective period for the ES operation to a corresponding base station or cell object. For example, the ES effective period attribute of the base station/cell in the hot coverage within one month is set to be \{\{Ts, Ts 1\}, \{Te 1, Ts 2\}, \{Te 2, Ts 3\}, \ldots, \{Te n-1, Ts n\}\}, where Ts i and Te i are start/end time of a performance/playing period i, Ts is start time of a whole statistics period, Te is end time of the whole statistics period, and the time may be represented in the form of year-month-day, hour: minute: second.

[00040] According to the definition of an Itf-N IRP operation in the current 3GPP network management specification, the following two ways may be used to complete the setting operation on the ES effective period attribute based on the statistics of the foregoing two strategies.

[00041] Manner 1: The setting of the ES effective period attribute is implemented through a dedicated ES operation command at the Itf-N, and the set value of the ES effective period attribute is carried in the dedicated ES operation command. For example, the IRPManager sends a dedicated ES effective period attribute setting command (such as SetESPeriod) to the IRP Agent at the Itf-N, where the ES effective period attribute setting command carries an eNBID or a cell-ID, and start time and end time. The IRPManager receives a notification returned by the IRP Agent that the ES effective period attribute setting operation on the base station or the cell is completed. The interaction procedure between the IRP-Manager and the IRP Agent is as shown in FIG. 2.

[00042] Manner 2: An ES effective period attribute (such as EnergySavingEffectivePeriod) is added for a base station function class (such as eNBfunction) or a generic cell class (such as eUTRANGenericCell) at the Itf-N, and the IRPManager sets this attribute through a BasicCMIRP or BasicCMIRP operation. For example, a managed object attribute setting (such as setMOAttributes) operation is used to carry the set value of the ES effective period attribute in a modification list (such as modificationList) message parameter. For example, reference may be made to Table 2 for the definition of the ES effective period attribute.

TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Legal Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EnergySavingEffectivePeriod</td>
<td>This attribute is used to identify an ES effective period of the base station or the cell.</td>
<td>List [start time, end time]. The time is represented in the form of (year-month-day, hour:minute:second).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the definition of an Itf-N IRP operation in the current 3GPP network management specification, the ES activation operation may be completed by using the following two manners.

Manner 1: The IRPManager sends a dedicated ES activation command (such as ESActivate) to the IRPAgent at the Itf-N, where the ES activation command message carries an eNBID or a cellID. The IRPManager receives a notification returned by the IRPAgent that an ES activation operation on the base station or the cell is completed. The interaction procedure between the IRPManager and the IRPAgent is as shown in FIG. 3.

Manner 2: An ES activation attribute (such as EnergySavingActivate) is added for a base station function class (such as eNBfunction) or a generic cell class (such as eUTRANGenericCell) at the Itf-N, and the IRPManager sets this attribute through a conventional CM IRP or Bulk CM IRP operation. For example, a managed object attribute setting (such as setMOAttributes) operation is used to carry the set value of the ES activation attribute in a modification list (such as modificationList) message parameter. For example, reference may be made to Table 3 for the definition of the ES activation attribute. The ES activation operation is set by the IRPManager and is transparently transmitted to the base station through the IRPAgent. The base station performs a corresponding ES activation operation according to the set value (True or 1) of the ES activation attribute.

TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Legal Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EnergySavingActivate</td>
<td>This attribute is used to identify whether to perform an ES activation operation on the base station or the cell.</td>
<td>Set value {True, False} or {1, 0}; True or 1: to perform an ES activation operation on the base station or the cell; False or 0: not to perform an ES activation operation on the base station or the cell.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(IV) ES Resumption

An ES resumption procedure initiated by the IRPManager is used to cause the base station or the cell to go out of an ES state.

A decision on the ES resumption may be directly performed by the IRPManager according to an ES operation strategy, or a base station or a cell in a non-ES state, where the base station or the cell in the non-ES state is adjacent to the base station or the cell in an ES state, may notify the OAM system of a load status update of the same coverage, and then the IRPManager initiates an ES resumption procedure.

The specific ES resumption action performed by the base station or the cell may be set by the base station itself, for example, opening a carrier frequency of the cell or opening a BCCH channel of the base station. The OAM system may not set the specific ES resumption action of the base station or the cell, but may select a control object (such as the base station or the cell) on which an ES resumption operation is implemented.

According to the definition of an Itf-N IRP operation in the current 3GPP network management specification, the ES resumption operation may be completed by using the following two manners.

Manner 1: The IRPManager sends a dedicated ES resumption command (such as ESResume) to the IRPAgent at the Itf-N, where the ES resumption command message carries an eNBID or a cellID. The IRPManager receives a notification returned by the IRPAgent that an ES resumption operation on the base station or the cell is completed. The interaction procedure between the IRPManager and the IRPAgent is as shown in FIG. 4.

Manner 2: An ES resumption attribute (such as EnergySavingResume) is added for a base station function class (such as eNBfunction) or a generic cell class (such as eUTRANGenericCell) at the Itf-N, and the IRPManager sets this attribute through a conventional CM IRP or Bulk CM IRP operation. For example, a managed object attribute setting (such as setMOAttributes) operation is used to carry the set value of the ES resumption attribute in a modification list (such as modificationList) message parameter. For example, reference may be made to Table 4 for the definition of the ES resumption attribute. The ES resumption attribute is set by the IRPManager and is transparently transmitted to the base station through the IRPAgent. The base station performs a corresponding ES resumption operation according to the set value (True or 1) of the ES resumption attribute.

TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Legal Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EnergySavingResume</td>
<td>This attribute is used to identify whether to perform an ES resumption operation on the base station or the cell.</td>
<td>Set value {True, False} or {1, 0}; True or 1: to perform an ES resumption operation on the base station or the cell; False or 0: not to perform an ES resumption operation on the base station or the cell.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(V) Notification about ES State Update

When the base station or the cell goes into the ES state or goes out of the ES state, the IRPManager sends a notification about ES state update of the base station or the cell to the IRPManager. Specifically, the IRPManager notifies the IRPManager of the current ES state of the base station or the cell, where an IRP message sent by the IRPAgent carries an ES state attribute IE. This IE is used to identify the current ES state of the base station or the cell. For example, this attribute may take a Boolean value True or False, where True denotes that the base station or the cell has gone into the ES state, while False denotes that the base station or the cell has gone out of the ES state; or this attribute may take a value 1 or 0, where 1 denotes that the base station or the cell has gone out of the ES state, while 0 denotes that the base station or the cell has gone out of the ES state.

According to the definition of an Itf-N IRP operation in the current 3GPP network management specification, the ES state update notification operation may be completed by using the following two manners.

Manner 1: The IRPAgent sends a dedicated notification about ES state update (such as NotifyESStateUpdate) to the IRPManager at the Itf-N, where the notification about ES state update message carries an eNBID or a cellID, and a value (such as True or False, or 1 or 0) of the ES state attribute.
The interaction procedure between the IRPManager and the IRPAgent is as shown in FIG. 6.

[0060] Manner 2: The IRPAgent sends a Notification about ES state update to the IRPManager through a notification integration reference point (Notification IRP) at the Itf-N.

[0061] As an embodiment of the present invention, after the IRPManager initiates an ES management procedure to the IRPAgent, the base station triggers the ES operation according to its own ES operation triggering conditions. For example:

[0062] If the base station sets the ES effective period attribute according to the ES enable/disable procedure initiated by the network management system, then in the set ES effective period, if the load of the base station or a cell controlled by the base station is less than a preset threshold, the base station performs an ES activation operation and goes into an ES state, and if the load of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station is not less than the preset threshold, the base station does not perform the ES activation operation and does not go into the ES state; or

[0063] If the load of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station is less than a preset threshold, the base station performs an ES effective period of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station reaches the end time, the base station goes into an ES rest state, and if the load of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station is not less than the preset threshold, the base station does not perform the ES activation operation and does not go into the ES state; or

[0064] In another embodiment, after the IRPManager initiates an ES activation/resumption procedure, the base station immediately triggers an ES activation/resumption operation on the base station or the cell, without taking the base station’s own ES operation triggering conditions into consideration.

[0065] In summary, in the ES management method for a base station according to the embodiment of the present invention, the IRPManager initiates an ES enable/disable procedure or an ES activation/resumption procedure to the IRPAgent, which enables the operators to perform unified management on the ES procedure for the base station at a base station level or a cell level, and thus enhances the reliability and accuracy of an original ES operation triggering decision performed by the base station itself, so that the operators are provided with network-wide base station ES monitoring and base station ES strategy setting capabilities, which helps the operators to actively control the impact of the ES operation of the base station on the performance of the network.

[0066] An embodiment of the present invention also provides an ES method for a base station. The ES method includes:

[0067] setting, by a base station, an ES enable/disable attribute and/or an ES effective period attribute according to an ES enable/disable procedure initiated by a network management system; or

[0068] performing, by the base station, an ES activation operation or an ES resumption operation according to the ES activation/resumption procedure initiated by the network management system, where the ES activation operation causes the base station or a cell controlled by the base station to go into an ES state, while the ES resumption operation causes the base station or the cell controlled by the base station to go out of the ES state.

[0069] The following two points should be noted:

[0070] (1) If the ES enable/disable attribute of a base station or a cell controlled by the base station is set to disabled, it is not allowed to set the ES effective period attribute of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station.

[0071] (2) The network management system may also directly set the ES effective period attribute of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station, without setting the ES enable/disable attribute of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station in advance; when the ES effective period is a valid time value, it denotes that an ES operation is allowed to be performed on the base station or the cell controlled by the base station, and when the ES effective period is not a valid time value, it denotes that an ES operation is not allowed to be performed on the base station or the cell controlled by the base station.

[0072] Optionally, when the base station receives an ES effective period sent by the network management system, the following ES activation/resumption operation is performed with reference to a base station’s own ES operation triggering condition decision:

[0073] Within the set ES effective period, if the load of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station is less than a preset threshold, the base station performs an ES activation operation and goes into an ES state, and if the load of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station is not less than the preset threshold, the base station does not perform the ES activation operation and does not go into the ES state; or

[0074] If the load of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station is less than a preset threshold, the base station performs an ES effective period of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station reaches the end time, the base station goes into an ES rest state, and if the load of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station is not less than the preset threshold, the base station does not perform the ES activation operation and does not go into the ES state; or

[0075] Further, when the base station or the cell controlled by the base station goes into the ES state or goes out of the ES state, the base station sends a notification about ES state update to the network management system.

[0076] The notification about ES state update may be a dedicated notification about ES state update sent by the IRPAgent to the IRPManager at the Itf-N, where the notification about ES state update carries an enBID or a cellID and a value of the ES state attribute; or

[0077] The notification about ES state update may be an ES state update notification sent by the IRPAgent to the IRPManager through a notification integration reference point at the Itf-N.

[0078] It can be known from the foregoing that, in the ES method for a base station according to the embodiment of the present invention, the base station sets an ES enable/disable attribute and/or an ES effective period attribute according to an ES enable/disable procedure initiated by the network management system; or the base station performs an ES activation operation or an ES resumption operation according to an ES activation/resumption procedure initiated by the network management system, which enables operators to perform unified management on the ES procedure for the base station on a base station level object or a cell level object, and thus enhances reliability and accuracy of an original ES operation triggering decision performed by the base station itself, so that the operators are provided with network-wide base station ES monitoring and base station ES strategy setting capabilities, which helps the operators to actively control the impact of the ES operation of the base station on the performance of the network.
[0079] Based on the ES management method for a base station according to the embodiment of the present invention, an embodiment of the present invention also provides a network management system. Referring to FIG. 6, the network management system includes an IRPManager 100 and an IRPagent 200, where management communication is performed between the IRPManager and the IRPagent through an Ift-N 300. The IRPManager 100 initiates an ES enable/disable procedure or an ES activation/resumption procedure to the IRPagent 200; the ES enable/disable procedure is used to allow or prohibit an ES operation on a base station or a cell; and the ES activation procedure is used to cause the base station or the cell to go into an ES state, while the ES resumption procedure is used to cause the base station or the cell to go out of the ES state.

[0080] When the IRPManager 100 allows an ES operation on the base station or the cell, the IRPManager 100 is also configured to send an ES effective period of the base station or a cell controlled by the base station to the IRPagent 200.

[0081] Further, the IRPManager 100 is also configured to initiate an ES enable/disable procedure or an ES activation/resumption procedure through a dedicated ES operation command at the Ift-N 300.

[0082] Or, the IRPManager 100 is also configured to set an ES enable/disable attribute or an ES activation/resumption attribute for a base station function class or a generic cell class at the Ift-N 300, and set the ES enable/disable attribute or the ES activation/resumption attribute for the IRPagent 200 through a Basic CM IRP or a Bulk CM IRP.

[0083] Reference may be made to the ES management method for a base station according to the embodiment of the present invention for more detailed ES management operation commands, which are not repeatedly described here.

[0084] It can be known from the foregoing that, the network management system according to the embodiment of the present invention performs an ES management operation at the Ift-N, which enables operators to perform unified management on the ES procedure for the base station on a base station level object or cell level object, and thus enhances reliability and accuracy of an original ES operation triggering decision performed by the base station itself, so that the operators are provided with network-wide base station ES monitoring and base station ES strategy setting capabilities, which helps the operators to actively control the impact of the ES operation of the base station on the performance of the network.

[0085] Based on the ES management method for a base station according to the embodiment of the present invention, an embodiment of the present invention also provides a base station. As shown in FIG. 7, the base station includes an attribute setting unit 91 and/or a first operating unit 92.

[0086] The attribute setting unit 91 is configured to set an ES enable/disable attribute and/or an ES effective period attribute according to an ES enable/disable procedure initiated by a network management system; and the first operating unit 92 is configured to go into or go out of an ES state according to an ES activation/resumption procedure initiated by the network management system.

[0087] Further, the base station may also include an ES state update notifying unit 94, configured to send a notification about ES state update to the network management system when the base station or a cell controlled by the base station goes into or goes out of an ES state.

[0088] Optionally, the base station may also include a second operating unit 93, configured, within the ES effective period set by the attribute setting unit 91, to perform an ES activation operation and go into the ES state if a load of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station is less than a preset threshold, and not to perform the ES activation operation and not to go into the ES state if the load of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station is not less than the preset threshold; or

[0089] configured to perform an ES resumption operation and go out of the ES state if the load of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station rises to a level higher than the preset threshold, or the ES effective period of the base station or the cell controlled by the base station reaches end time.

[0090] The following two points shall be noted:

[0091] (1) When the ES enable/disable attribute set by the attribute setting unit 91 is disabled, it is prohibited to set the ES effective period attribute.

[0092] (2) The attribute setting unit 91 may also, instead of setting the ES enable/disable attribute, decide whether to perform an ES operation on the base station or the cell controlled by the base station by setting the ES effective period attribute. Specifically, when the ES effective period is a valid time value, it denotes that an ES operation is allowed for the base station or the cell controlled by the base station, and when the ES effective period is not a valid time value, it denotes that an ES operation is prohibited for the base station or the cell controlled by the base station.

[0093] It can be known from the foregoing that, the base station according to the embodiment of the present invention may enable operators to perform unified management on an ES procedure for the base station on a base station level object or a cell level object, and thus enhances reliability and accuracy of an original ES operation triggering decision performed by the base station itself, so that the operators are provided with network-wide base station ES monitoring and base station ES strategy setting capabilities, which helps the operators to actively control the impact of the ES operation of the base station on the performance of the network.

[0094] Finally, the following three points should be noted:

[0095] (1) The foregoing embodiments are described by taking only an LTE system as an example, but the ES management method for a base station and the ES method for a base station according to the embodiments of the present invention are not only applicable to an eNodeB in the LTE system, but also applicable to base stations in other communication systems, such as a UMTS NodeB or GSM BTS.

[0096] (2) During the ES procedure of a base station, the network management system is a participator in base station ES strategy management coordination facing overall resource conditions or performance monitoring conditions of the network, and may select a single base station or a batch of base stations according to a base station ES strategy of the operators, and perform an ES activation or ES resumption operation.

[0097] (3) The control object granularity of the network management system for the ES operation on a base station shall be limited to a base station level or a cell level, and a finer ES control object granularity (such as a channel and a radio frequency module) may be internally decided by the base station itself.

[0098] Those skilled in the art may further appreciate that the various illustrative units and implementation steps
described in the embodiments disclosed here may be implemented by electronic hardware, computer software, or a combination of both. To clearly describe this interchangeability of hardware and software, various illustrative components and steps are described above generally in terms of functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented by hardware or software depends upon the particular application and design constraints of the technical solutions. Those skilled in the art may implement the described functionality in varying ways for each particular application, but such implementation should not be interpreted as causing a departure from the scope of the present invention.

[0099] The method steps described in the embodiments disclosed here may be implemented by hardware, a software module executed by a processor, or a combination of the hardware and the software module executed by the processor. The software module may be disposed in a random access memory (RAM), a memory, a read-only memory (ROM), an electrically programmable ROM, an electrically erasable programmable ROM, a register, a hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any other form of storage medium.

[0100] The foregoing embodiments are not intended to limit the present invention, and for those of ordinary skill in the art, any modification, equivalent substitution and improvement made without departing from the principles of the present invention shall be included in the scope of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for facilitating energy management in a mobile communication network, comprising:
- sending, by a network manager entity (NM), attribute information to an network element manager entity (NEM) via a northbound interface (Itf-N) between the NM and the NEM, the attribute information relating to an operation of enabling energy saving (ES) or an operation of disabling ES for a base station or a cell in the mobile communication network via the NEM, the NM being responsible for operation, maintenance, and administration of the mobile communication network, the NEM being responsible for operation, maintenance, and administration of a plurality of network elements of the mobile communication network, the operation of enabling ES being designated for allowing the base station or the cell to perform an ES operation, and the operation of disabling ES being designated for prohibiting the base station or the cell to perform an ES operation, wherein the attribute information is included in an attribute of a base station function class and the attribute of the base station function class is set through a basic configuration management integration reference point; and
- receiving, by the NM, a notification sent by the NEM, the notification relating to ES state of the base station or the cell.

2. The method according to claim 1, the method further comprising:
- sending, by the NM, an ES effective period to the NEM, the ES effective period designating a time period during which the ES operation is allowed for the base station or the cell.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the ES effective period is indicated in an attribute of a base station function class or a general cell class.

4. The method according to claim 1, the method further comprising:
- initiating, by the NM, an operation of ES activation or an operation of ES resumption, for the base station or the cell via the NEM;
- receiving, by the NM, a notification relating to ES state of the base station or the cell on the ES activation or the ES resumption.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the operation of the ES activation or the operation of the ES resumption is indicated in an attribute of a general cell class and the attribute of the general cell class is set through a basic configuration management integration reference point.

6. A network manager entity (NM), the NM being responsible for operation, maintenance, and administration of a mobile communication network, wherein the NM comprises:
- a transmitter and a receiver; wherein
  - the transmitter is configured to send attribute information to a network element manager entity (NEM) in communication with the NEM via a northbound interface (Itf-N), the NEM being responsible for operation, maintenance, and administration of a plurality of network elements of the mobile communication network, the attribute information relating to an operation of enabling energy saving (ES) or an operation of disabling ES for a base station or a cell in the mobile communication network via the NEM, the operation of enabling ES being designated for allowing the base station or the cell to perform an ES operation, and the operation of disabling ES being designated for prohibiting the base station or the cell to perform the ES operation, wherein the attribute information is included in an attribute of a base station function class and the attribute of the base station function class is set through a basic configuration management integration reference point; and
  - the receiver is configured to receive the notification sent by the NEM, the notification relating to ES state of the base station or the cell.

7. The NM according to claim 6, wherein the transmitter is further configured to send an ES effective period to the NEM, the ES effective period designating a time period during which the ES operation is allowed for the base station or the cell.

8. The NM according to claim 7, wherein the ES effective period is indicated in an attribute of a base station function class or a general cell class.

9. The NM according to claim 6, the NM further comprising a processor configured to initiate an operation of ES activation or an operation of ES resumption, for the base station or the cell via the NEM;
- the receiver further configured to receive a notification relating to ES state of the base station or the cell on the ES activation or the ES resumption.

10. The NM according to claim 9, wherein the operation of the ES activation or the operation of the ES resumption is indicated in an attribute of a general cell class, and the attribute of the general cell class is set through a basic configuration management integration reference point.

11. A network manager entity (NM), the NM being responsible for operation, maintenance, and administration of the mobile communication network, wherein the NM comprises:
- a processor and a memory coupled to the processor; wherein
  - the processor is configured to send attribute information to a network element manager entity (NEM) in communi-
cation with the NEM via a northbound interface (Itf-N),
the NEM being responsible for operation, maintenance,
and administration of a plurality of network elements of
the mobile communication network, the attribute infor-
mation relating to an operation of enabling energy sav-
ing (ES) or an operation of disabling ES for a base
station or a cell in the mobile communication network
via the NEM, the operation of enabling ES being desig-
nated for allowing the base station or the cell to perform
an ES operation, and the operation of disabling ES being
designated for prohibiting the base station or the cell to
perform the ES operation, wherein the attribute infor-
mation is included in an attribute of a base station func-
tion class and the attribute of the base station function
class is set through a basic configuration management
integration reference point; and

12. The NM according to claim 11, wherein the processor
is further configured to send an ES effective period to the
NEM, the ES effective period designating a time period
during which the ES operation is allowed for the base station or
the cell.

13. The NM according to claim 12, wherein the ES effec-
tive period is indicated in an attribute of a base station func-
tion class or a general cell class.

14. The NM according to claim 11, wherein
the processor is further configured to initiate an operation
of ES activation or an operation of ES resumption, for
the base station or the cell via the NEM and to receive a
notification relating to ES state of the base station or the
cell on the ES activation or the ES resumption.

15. The NM according to claim 14, wherein the operation
of the ES activation or the operation of the ES resumption is
indicated in an attribute of a general cell class and the attribute
of the general cell class is set through a basic configuration
management integration reference point.